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Abstract
We report results of Reynolds-number measurements, based onmulti-point temperature
measurements and the elliptic approximation (EA) ofHe andZhang (2006Phys. Rev.E 73 055303),
Zhao andHe (2009Phys. Rev.E 79 046316) for turbulent Rayleigh–Bénard convection (RBC) over the
Rayleigh-number range Ra10 2 1011 14≲ ≲ × and for a Prandtl number Pr≃ 0.8. The samplewas a
right-circular cylinder with the diameterD and the height L both equal to 112 cm. TheReynolds
numbersReU andReVwere obtained from themean-flow velocityU and the root-mean-square
fluctuation velocityV, respectively. Bothweremeasured approximately at themid-height of the
sample and near (but not too near) the sidewall close to amaximumofReU. A detailed examination,
based on several experimental tests, of the applicability of the EA to turbulent RBC in our parameter
range is provided. Themain contribution toReU came from a large-scale circulation in the formof a
single convection roll with the preferred azimuthal orientation of its down flownearly coincidingwith
the location of themeasurement probes. First wemeasured time sequences ofReU(t) andReV(t) from
short (10 s) segments whichmoved alongmuch longer sequences ofmany hours. The corresponding
probability distributions ofReU(t) andReV(t) had single peaks and thus did not reveal significantflow
reversals. The two averaged Reynolds numbers determined from the entire data sequences were of

comparable size. For Ra Ra 2 101
* 13< ≃ × bothReU andReV could be described by a power-law

dependence onRawith an exponent ζ close to 0.44. This exponent is consistent with several other
measurements for the classical RBC state at smallerRa and largerPr andwith theGrossmann–Lohse
(GL) prediction forReU (Grossmann and Lohse 2000 J. Fluid.Mech. 407 27; Grossmann and Lohse
2001 86 3316; Grossmann and Lohse 2002 66 016305) but disagrees with the prediction 0.33ζ ≃ by

GL (Grossmann and Lohse 2004 Phys. Fluids 16 4462) forReV. At Ra Ra 7 102
* 13= ≃ × the

dependence ofReV onRa changed, and for largerRa Re RaV
0.50 0.02∼ ± , consistent with the prediction

forReU (Grossmann and Lohse 2000 J. Fluid.Mech. 407 27; Grossmann and Lohse Phys. Rev. Lett.
2001 86 3316; Grossmann and Lohse Phys. Rev. E 2002 66 016305; Grossmann and Lohse 2012Phys.
Fluids 24 125103) in the ultimate state of RBC.

1. Introduction

Turbulent thermal convection, where fluidmotion is driven by a temperature gradient, is an important process
inmany fields. It plays a crucial role in climatology (see, e.g., [8]), oceanography (see, e.g., [9]), geophysics (see,
e.g., [10]), astrophysics (see, e.g., [11]) and numerous industrial processes (see, e.g., [12, 13]).Whilemany of the
natural or industrial phenomena involve large systemswith complicated boundary conditions (BCs),
experimental and numerical investigations of this problemusually use amoderately sized systemwithwell
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controlled parameters and BCs typically consisting of a fluid layer confined by a horizontal warmplate at a
temperatureTb frombelow and a parallel cold plate atTt from above. This idealization is generally known as
Rayleigh–Bénard convection or RBC.

The properties of RBC are determined by the Rayleigh number

Ra
g TL

, (1)
3β Δ

κν
≡

and the Prandtl number

Pr . (2)ν κ≡

Here L is the plate separation, g denotes the gravitational acceleration, T T Tb tΔ = − , and β, ν and κ are,
respectively, the thermal expansion coefficient, the kinematic viscosity, and the thermal diffusivity of the
convecting fluid at themean temperatureT T T( ) 2m b t= + . An actual sample realizable in the laboratory has to
be laterally confined. In the present study, as well as inmany others, this confinement takes the formof a right
circular cylinder of diameterD, and the geometry can be specified by the aspect ratio

D L. (3)Γ ≡
For reviews of previous studies of this system, see for instance [14–18].

WhenRa is not too large, say Ra 1014≲ or so, this system consists of thermal and viscous boundary layers
(BLs) adjacent to the top and bottomplates, and a bulk regionwell away from the BLs.Most of the temperature
drop is then across the thermal BLs, and the bulk is at a nearly constant time-averaged temperatureTcwhich is
close toTm (see, however, [19–21]). This state is now known as the classical state since it has been studied for
many decades (see, for instance, [22–24]).However, whenRa is large enough, a transitionwas expected to occur
[25–27] to a state inwhich a large-scale circulation (LSC) or the turbulent fluctuations of the bulk drive the BLs
turbulent aswell. The new state that evolves thereafter became known as the ‘ultimate’ state [28] because it is
expected to prevail asymptotically asRa goes to infinity. For a samplewith 0.50Γ = it was found experimentally
[29, 30] that the transition to the ultimate state occurs over a range ofRa, from Ra Ra 2 101

* 13= ≃ × to

Ra 5 102
* 14≃ × 6. Aswe shall see in the present paper, Ra1

* is nearly the same for 1.00Γ = ; but Ra 7 102
* 13≃ × ,

much smaller than it was for 0.50Γ = .
In this paperwe report on determinations of the local velocity and of local velocity fluctuations in a sample

with 1.00Γ = and Pr 0.8≃ . Themeasurements weremade using theHigh-Pressure Convection Facility IV
(HPCF-IV), a sample cell with D L 1.12= = m.This cell was located in the ‘Uboot ofGoetingen’, a pressure
vessel of 25 m3 volume able to contain up to 2000 kg of theworking fluid sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) at pressures
up to 19 bars. This facility allowsmeasurements over the range Ra10 2 1011 14≲ ≲ × .While the results are
primarily for the classical state, they also revealed the transition to and yielded limited results for the ultimate
state.

Wemeasured themean-flow velocityU u t( )= 〈 〉near (but not too near) the sidewall where it has a
maximumas a function of radial position and at an azimuthal position close to the preferred location of the
plane of a LSCwhich prevailed in the sample (here ...〈 〉denotes a time average over a long data sequence and u(t)
is the instantaneous velocity).We also determined the root-mean-square (rms)fluctuation velocity
V u t U[ ( ( ) ) ]2 1 2= 〈 − 〉 . This was accomplished by using the elliptic approximation (EA) ofHe andZhang [1, 2]
which permits the determination of the velocities from velocity space–time correlation functions. The EA is
based on a second-order Taylor-series expansion of correlation functionswhich is valid near the origin of the
space–time plane.However, He andZhang postulated that the validity of the EA extends throughout the inertial
range of length and time because offlow self-similarity. Analogous derivations and self-similarity assumptions
can be applied to a passive scalar, for instance to the temperature in the bulk of turbulent RBC (see [35] and
references therein), and thuswewere able tomake velocity determinations frommeasurements of the
temperature space–time correlation functions. This procedure was used before for smallerRa and various Pr on
several occasions [29, 36–39].

In the present paper, after a description of the apparatus and somemeasurement procedures in section 2, we
first discuss in section 3measurements of the LSC circulation-plane orientation because this orientation
influencesU. Then, in section 4, we discuss relevant consequences of the EA.Whilemany of these results have
appeared already in the literature, they are scattered among several papers and not always easy tofind.Our
discussion also includes a derivation of the equivalence between the space and the time domain, which remains
valid in the presence offluctuations and replaces the Taylor frozen-flowhypothesis which breaks down in the
highlyfluctuating RBC system. Since the EA assumes that thefield is spatially homogeneous over the locations of

6
Transitions in the heat transport (but not in the Reynolds number) were observed before (e.g. in [28, 31, 32]), albeit at values ofRa near

1011 or 1012 where otherwork [33, 34] found no transitions andwhich are believed by us to be too small to correspond to the ultimate-state
transition (for a detailed discussion see [30]).

2
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themeasurement probes, we show in section 5 frommeasurements of the temperature probability-distribution
function and the time auto-correlation function atmany different vertical but constant radial locations that the
homogeneity assumption in the direction parallel to the cylinder axis is well satisfied in our system (obviously, in
the presence of a LSC, the system is not homogeneous in the radial direction).

In section 6we provide several experimental tests of the applicability of the EA and derive a quantitative
criterion for its validity. Then, in section 7, we determine the time dependent velocitiesU(t) andV(t) by using
short time sequences, of 10 s duration, sliding alongmuch longer sequences, with the EA. These results show
that in our sample the LSC rarely, if ever, underwent a reversal as reported in a previous study [40].

Finally, in section 8, we present and discuss themain results of our paper, namely the results forU andV in
the formof the corresponding Reynolds numbers Re ULU ν≡ and Re VLV ν≡ . Here wefirst review the
predictions based on themodel of Grossmann and Lohse (GL) [3, 4, 6] in section 8.1. Thismodel predictsNu
(Ra) andReU(Ra), and has been remarkably successful in that several quantitative experimentalmeasurements
(see, for instance, [30, 41, 42], and several other papers) are in close agreementwith it. It predicts [3] that the
exponents describing the power-law dependences ofRe onRa andPr are effective exponents that vary slowly
withRa andPr.Writing Re Pr RaU ∝ α ζ, themodel [43] yields 0.67U

GLα ≃ − and 0.442U
GLζ ≃ in ourRa andPr

range.More recently GL proposed amodel also for the fluctuation velocity [6]. It gives 0.50V
GLα ≃ − and

0.331V
GLζ ≃ .
In section 8.2we describe in detail how, andwherewithin the sample, ourmeasurements weremade. In

section 8.3 the results forReU are presented. For Ra 2 1012> × they agreewell with theGL-model prediction,
but for smallerRa they deviate from it for reasons not yet known to us. The results forReV are given in
section 8.4.Wefind (in section 8.6) that 0.440 0.002V

expζ ≃ ± , in excellent agreement with theGL-model

prediction forReU, but in disagreement with the prediction [6] 0.331V
GLζ ≃ forReV.

In section 8.5we compare the results forReV at a constant value ofRawithmeasurements reported in the
literature for different Pr.Wefind that thePr dependence leads to a value of V

expα in the range between−1.2 and
−0.86 depending on the interpretation of the data, but in any eventmuchmore negative than the predicted [6]
value 0.50V

GLα = − .

In section 8.7we discuss the data at the largestRa, where they extend into the ultimate state above Ra2
*.We

found that Ra 7 102
* 13≃ × , considerably smaller than it is for 0.50Γ = . Above Ra2

* themeasurements yield

0.502 0.023V
expζ = ± , which agrees well with the ultimate-state prediction 1 2U

GLζ = byGL [27]. There is to

our knowledge no prediction for Vζ in the ultimate state, andwe do not knowwhy the prediction U
GLζ should

agree sowell with V
expζ ; however, we remind the reader that this was the case also in the classical state.

Section 8finishes with section 8.8which presents a remark about theGL prediction [6] forReV. Then the
paper concludes with a brief Summary.

2. Apparatus and experimental procedures

2.1. Apparatus
Weused the apparatus described previously [30, 42, 44], and herewemention only some key features. The RBC
sample cell and associated shields were known as theHPCF-IV.HPCF-IV contained a sample chamber with a
sidewall consisting of a right-circular cylinder with both the diameterD and the height L equal to 1120± 2 mm,
which yielded the aspect ratio D L 1.000 0.004Γ ≡ = ± . The sidewall wasmade of 9.5 mm thick Plexiglas
whichwas sealed to aluminum top and bottomplates [44].HPCF-IV had the same thermal shields as those used
for a sample with 0.50Γ = known asHPCF-II [45], except for a shorter side shield tofit its lesser length. At the
mid height of the sidewall, therewas a holewhichwas connected to a remotely controlled valve, located outside
but near the sample, via a tube of 13 mm inner diameter. After it was assembled,HPCF-IVwas put inside the
large pressure vessel known as theUboot ofGöttingen. TheUboot andHPCF-IV could befilledwith up to two
tons of theworkingfluid SF6 to reach pressures up to 19 bars. Before eachmeasurement sequence, the valve was
opened and the sample cell andUbootwere filledwith gas to the desired pressure. Then, after all pressure and
temperature transients had decayed, the valve was closed and the desiredmeasurements weremade on a
completely closed sample. Using separate instrumentation and temperature-controlled water circuits, wewere
able to takemeasurements withHPCF-II andHPCF-IV simultaneously.

The two experimental control parametersRa (equation (4)) and Pr (equation (5)) can bewritten in
the form

Ra
gL T C

, (4)
p

3 2β Δ ρ
λη

=

3
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and

Pr C , (5)pη λ=

where ρ is the density, η ρν= the shear viscosity, and Cpλ ρ κ= the thermal conductivity (Cp is the heat capacity
per unitmass). For gases well away from their critical points η and λ are only weakly dependent on pressure [46].
Thus, the Prandtl numberPr is also nearly pressure independent. For an ideal gas one has

Ra T TP M . (6)2 2 2Δ ρ Δ∝ ∝

HereP is the pressure andM themolecular weight. Using the ranges T4 16Δ≲ ≲ Kand P2 19≲ ≲ bars, a
wide range ofRa could be achieved. Themeasurements forHPCF-IV covered the range Ra10 2 1011 14≲ ≲ ×
while themean temperature was kept at a constantT 21.5 Cm = ◦ . Under those conditions Pr varied only over the
narrow range from0.78 to 0.86, as shown in detail infigure 1.

2.2. Pressure and temperaturemeasurements
Using a ParoscientificModel 745 A pressure gage, pressuremeasurements with a resolution of about 100 μbars
for pressures up to 19 bars weremade at time intervals of 5.5 s in conjunctionwith each set of temperature
measurements. The original calibration of the gagewas checked against aDH-BudenbergModel 558 dead-
weight tester.We estimate the accuracy of the pressuremeasurements to be better than onembar.

Twenty six thermistors were used tomeasure temperatures of the top plate, the bottomplate, and numerous
thermal shields. Each thermistor was calibrated in a separate calibration facility with a precision of 1mK against
aHart ScientificModel 5626 platinum resistance thermometer which in turn had a calibration on the ITS-90
temperature scale traceable to standardsmaintained by theNational Institute of Standards andTechnology.
These 26 thermistors provided temperature signals that were used to control the RBC system.Details of the
thermometer locationswere described in [44].

Temperatures in the interior of the sample weremeasuredwith two types of thermistors. One type
(Honeywell 112-104KAJ-B010), to be referred to as thermometer type T1, had glass-encapsulated thermistor
beads of 1.14 mmouter diameter. Three sets of eight of themwere placed in the sample∼1mm from the side
wall. Each set was located along a horizontal circle, spaced uniformly in the azimuthal direction at intervals of

4π . The three sets were located at heights L 4, L 2, and L3 4 above the top surface of the bottomplate. These
thermistors were read by a digitalmultimeter togetherwith the 26 calibrated thermistors of the previous
paragraph. The datawere used to study the strength and orientation of the LSC in the sample, as had been
described for instance in [47] and [48].

Another type of thermistor (Honeywell 111-104HAK-H01), to be referred to as T2, alsowas glass-
encapsulated, was roughly spherical, and had a bead of 0.36 mmdiameter and two platinum–iridium leads of 20
μmthickness. T2 thermistors were used tomeasure temperature cross-correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ . Here the
subscripts i j, are the thermometer numbers listed in table 1 and z x xj i= − is the vertical separation between
the two thermistors at xj and xi. T2 thermistors had a response time that was an order ofmagnitude shorter than
that of T1. They could respondwithout any noticeable attenuation tofluctuationswith frequencies up to 0.5 Hz
(see [49]). In a separate investigation usingHPCF-II at Ra 1015= we found, by comparisonwith even smaller
thermistors, that the spectrameasuredwith T2 type thermometers contained 95%of the total energy of the
fluctuations. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagramof the thermistor locations. The thermistors were arranged
in a single columnwith varying vertical separations spanning the range z0 20⩽ ≲ cm roughly centered around
themid height x L 2= of the sample. Theywere all located 1.5 cm away from the inner side-wall surface,
corresponding to r R1 0.027ξ ≡ − = where R D 2= and r is the radial distance from the vertical centerline
of the sample. This columnof thermometers was separated azimuthally by π from the hole leading to the valve
(see section 2.1).

Table 1.The vertical locations x (in cm,measured from the bottomplate) and x L of the type T2 ther-
mistors used tomeasure temperature correlation functions. All were located in the fluid at a radial
distance R r 15− = mmfrom the sidewall (R = 560 mm is the sample radius), corresponding to

r R1 0.027ξ ≡ − = .

No. x (cm) x L No. x (cm) x L No. x (cm) x L

1 51.00 0.4554 7 58.00 0.5179 13 66.50 0.5937

2 53.00 0.4732 8 59.00 0.5268 14 69.50 0.6205

3 55.02 0.4912 9 60.00 0.5357 15 73.50 0.6562

4 55.70 0.4973 10 62.00 0.5536 16 75.50 0.6741

5 56.12 0.5011 11 63.50 0.5670 17 77.50 0.6920

6 57.00 0.5089 12 65.00 0.5804

4
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TheT1 thermistors had sufficiently strong leads to permit inserting them and their leads directly through small
holes in the sidewall. To guide the T2 thermistors into the sample, their leadswere glued to pairs of 80 mμ thick
copper extensionwires using electrically conducting silver epoxy. The copper wires were then passed through
ceramic rods, each rod containing two holes along its axis. The rods had an outer diameter of 0.8 mm, and the
diameters of the holes were 0.13 mm.After insertion through 0.9 mmdiameter holes in the sidewall, both ends
of the rodwere sealed by silicone rubber adhesive (E41). As shown infigure 2, the thermistor beadwas left
deliberately about 1 mmormore away from the glue cap in order to reduce perturbations of the localflownear
the bead asmuch as possible.

We connected each thermistor to an alternating-voltage transformer bridge as one resistor arm and used a
fixed reference resistor for a second arm. The reference resistor was chosen so as tomatch the average
thermometer resistance. Two further bridge armswere provided by two equal arms of the secondary
transformer coil. A lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR850) was used at aworking frequency f0 near one
kHz to drive each bridgewith a voltage in the rangeV 0.5 0.20 = ± Vand to amplify the bridge unbalance
(whichwas proportional to the temperature displacement from a set point). This techniquewas the same as
reported previously for RBCusingwater as the fluid [50]. Four bridges and lock-in amplifiers were used
simultaneously. Each operated at a slightly different frequency; the frequencies were shifted relative to each
other by increments of 200 Hz to avoid cross-talk. All seventeen thermometers weremeasured, albeit inmultiple
runs at the sameRawith only four in a given run. Thus, not all cross-correlation functions could be calculated
because each function required data from the same run for both thermometers. The sampling rate of the
temperaturemeasurements was set at 40 Hz. From thesemeasurements, we calculated temperature cross-
correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ using various thermometer combinations (i,j) at various separations

Figure 1.The Prandtl number Pr as a function of the Rayleigh numberRa corresponding to the experimentalmeasurements ofRe.

Figure 2.Diagram of the experimental setup for local temperaturemeasurements inHPCF-IV. The temperature fluctuationswere
measured using the vertical columnof thermistors whichweremounted at a radial distance of 1.5 cm from the inside of the sidewall.

5
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z x xj i= − . Typically, we took 16 hour time sequences (2.3 106× data points) for each of several runs at a given

Ra to ensure adequate statistics.

3.Orientation of the LSCplane

The velocityU and the corresponding Reynolds numberReU (see section 8.3 below)may depend on the
azimuthal orientation mθ of the LSC circulation plane relative to themeasurement location Reθ . Thus, we shall
explore first, in this section, the dependence onRa of the time averaged orientation

m
Δ〈 〉θ where

m Rem
Δ θ θ π= − +θ .We also examine thewidth σΔ (see equation (8) below) of the probability distribution

p ( )
m

Δθ .

3.1. LSC orientationmeasurements
The LSC is a highlyfluctuating convection roll which contains warmand cold vertical currents, including
plumes, separated by π. It is primarily responsible for the creation of the velocityU. The sample was tilted by a
small angle 0.0130ϕ = rad in such away that the down-flow, occurring at an azimuthal angle θ, would tend to
pass by the azimuthal T2 thermistor locations Reθ used for theRemeasurements (see section 2.2). Recent

unpublishedmeasurements with a leveled sample yielded nearly the sameNu(Ra) and the same Ra1
* and Ra2

*.
As is well known, mθ undergoes largefluctuations [47]. Since the LSC dynamics can affect localmeasurements of
U, especially near the sidewall [51], wemonitored mθ simultaneously with theRemeasurements to be discussed
below in section 8.3.

The LSC azimuthal orientationwas determined by fitting the function

T T
i

cos
4

(7)f w m m m, ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠δ π θ= + −

to a row of eight T1 thermistors located in the horizontalmid plane at a height L 2. The eight individual
thermistors are identified by the index i, which increases in the counter-clockwise direction. Using the least-
squares fit for each time stamp, wewere able to obtain the averaged temperatureTw m, near thewall, the LSC
temperature amplitude mδ , and the azimuthal orientation mθ of the LSC. Thismethod had been reported
originally in [47] wherewaterwas used as the fluid (Pr 4.4≃ ) for 1Γ ≃ , andwas described inmore detail
elsewhere (see, for instance, [48, 52–54]).

3.2.Orientation andfluctuations of the large-scale-flow circulation-plane
Infigure 3we show the probability-density functions (pdfs) of the orientation differences

m
Δθ for severalRa.

Here 5.89Reθ = rad (relative to an arbitrary origin used for all azimuthalmeasurements) is the azimuthal
position of the thermometers used for theRemeasurements. One sees that themost probable values of

m
Δθ were

close to zero, which indicates that the LSCorientationwas indeed set close to the preference direction Reθ by

Figure 3.The probability distribution of mΔθ for Ra 2.55 1011= × (red diamonds), 1.78 1012× (green triangles), 1.10 1013× (blue

squares), and 1.20 1014× (black circles). The solid curves arefits of theGaussian function equation (8) to the data.
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tilting the sample. Also shown, by solid lines, areGaussian functions

( )
( )

G A exp
( 2 )

(8)0
0

2

2m

m

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥⎥

Δ
Δ Δ

σ
=

−
θ

θ

Δ

withA0, 0Δ and σΔ adjustable parameters that were used tofit each data set. AsRa increased, the fluctuation
width σΔ increased, resulting in awider range of deviations from Reθ .Measurements of σΔ for a tilted sample
with 1.00Γ = and as a function of the inclination angle were reported before in [55], albeit at smallerRa and for
Pr= 4.38.

Infigures 4(a) and (b)we show results for R 0Δ and RσΔ respectively as a function ofRa. SinceR is the sample
radius, R 0Δ describes the average distance along the sample perimeter of the LSC orientation from the
thermometer location R Reθ , and RσΔ gives thewidth along the sample perimeter of thefluctuation distribution
function of the LSC orientation. Fromfigure 4 (a) it is evident that R 0Δ changedwithRa. AsRa increased, the
absolute value of themost probable displacement R 0Δ∣ ∣gradually increased from3 cm to 15 cm.However, for

Ra Ra 2 101
* 13> ≃ × , R 0Δ∣ ∣ started to decrease with further increase ofRa.While onemight expect that these

changes of R 0Δ∣ ∣would lead to a change of themeasured vertical velocityU, this is not necessarily the case. It was
found by Sun et al [51] that the azimuthal variation ofU is not close to sinusoidal, but rathermore nearly like a
squarewavewith period 2π . The changes from U− toU are, of course, somewhat rounded rather than true
steps.Wewould expect them to influence themeasurements when 2m Reθ θ π≃ ± , i.e. when our sensors are
located at an angle of 2π relative to the LSCorientation. In our experiment this should occur near R 880Δ ≃
cm,which ismuch further from the location of the thermistors used to determineU than any of the
measurements shown infigure 4(a).

The value of Ra1
* found here is in remarkably good agreementwith the value found for the onset of the

transition to the ultimate state frommeasurements of theNusselt number for 0.50Γ = [30], and close to a less

accurate estimate of Ra1
* based onNumeasured for the present 1.00Γ = sample [42]. It is not known to uswhy

theRa dependence of the LSC orientation should changewhen the ultimate-state transition-range is entered.
Figure 4 (b) shows thewidth RσΔ of the LSC-orientation fluctuations at the circumference as a function of

Ra. One can see that RσΔ increased from about 15 cm to about 30 cmasRa increased, without any clear

signature at Ra1
*.

Figures 4 (a) and (b) demonstrate that the statistical properties of the LSC changed over the range ofRa from
1011 to 1014 of the presentmeasurements.We do not believe that these changes have a significant influence on
themeasuredU andVwhen the azimuthalmeasurement location is near the LSC circulation-plane orientation
aswas the case in our experiment.

Figure 4. (a)R 0Δ on a linear vertical scale and (b) RσΔ on a logarithmic vertical scale as a function ofRa on a logarithmic scale. The
results for 0Δ and σΔ were obtained fromfits of equation (8) to probability distributions of Δθ like those infigure 3. The solid straight
lines in (a) intersect at Ra 2 101

* 13= × . This location of Ra1
* is indicated in both figures by the left vertical dotted line. The right

vertical dotted line corresponds to Ra2
* as determined below in section 8.7. The representative ‘error bars’ in (a) are thewidths RσΔ of

theGaussian distributions taken from (b). The solid line in (b) is a power-law fit to the data which yielded an exponent of 0.115±
0.006 and an amplitude of 0.69 ± 0.13 cm.
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4. Elliptic approximation

4.1. The approximation and elliptic constant-correlation contours
The EAofHe andZhang [1, 2]wasfirst formulated for the velocity space–time correlation functions C z( , )v τ of
turbulent shearflows. It yields an elliptic form, based onU andV, for the iso-correlation contours near the origin
of the z–τ plane.He andZhang further postulated that the same elliptic form can describe the constant-
correlation contours over awider range of z and τ because offlow self-similarity in the inertial range of z and τ,
and found support for this postulate from an analysis of turbulent channel-flowdata obtained by numerical
simulation [2].

In the bulk of turbulent RBC temperature has been shown to behave as a passive scalar [56, 57] and to exhibit
self-similarity scaling in the inertial range [35]; thus similar derivations based on an EA can also be obtained
from temperature correlation functions C z( , )τ , and one can expect these results to also be valid over a wide
range of space and time.

The EAwas discussed in detail elsewhere (e.g. in the supplement to [58]) and herewe only summarize its
most important consequences. The central result of the EA is that, for homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, a
systematic second-order Taylor-series expansion of the space–time correlation function

C z
T x z t T x t

( , )
( , ) ( , )

( )
, (9)

x x z
τ

δ τ δ
σ σ

= + +
+

can bewritten as

C z C z( , ) ( , 0), (10)Eτ =

where the rescaled space separation zE is given by
z z U V( ) ( ) , (11)E

2 2 2τ τ= − +

andwhere
U u t( ) , (12)=

and
V u t U( ( ) ) . (13)2 1 2= −

Here ...〈 〉denotes the time average, T T t T( )δ = − 〈 〉, and xσ and x zσ + are the rms values of Tδ at the vertical
positions x and x z+ (which in the homogeneous system are equal to each other). For a statistically stationary
process deviations from the EA are expected to be of fourth and higher order since odd derivatives vanish
because of homogeneity and stationarity.

An important consequence of equation (10) is that C z( , )τ has a constant valuewhenever zE is constant.
From equation (11) one sees that a constant zE corresponds to an elliptic contour in the τ–z parameter space.
This is illustrated schematically infigure 5.

We note that, in the absence offluctuations (i.e.V = 0), equation (11) reduces to

z z U , (14)E τ= +

which corresponds to the Taylor frozen-flow approximation. This approximation is not generally valid for
turbulent RBCbecauseV formany parameter ranges is of the same order of or larger thanU (see, for instance,
[59–62]). Thus, for turbulent RBC and any systemwith significant fluctuations the velocities determined from
the EA aremore reliable than those obtained using the Taylor approximation.

4.2. The equivalence between the space and the time domain
The EA can be used to derive an equivalence between the space and the time domain that is, as all aspects of the
EA, a controlled approximation valid in the presence offluctuations. It is expected to be valid in cases where the
Taylor approximation equation (14) fails. This result is important becausemany experimentalmeasurements
aremade in the time domain, while often the analogous result in the space domain is needed.

The stars infigure 5 show the special cases z( 0, )τ= and z( , 0)τ = . For z=0 zE reduces to

z U VE z, 0
2 2 τ= += , while for 0τ = wehave z zE, 0 =τ= . Since the ellipses are constant-correlation contours,

we have

C z C( , 0) (0, ), (15)τ=

provided z zE z E, 0 , 0= τ= = or

z V * , (16)eff τ=
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with

V U V . (17)eff
2 2≡ +

For z or τ close to 0, we defined the length scale 0λ or the time scale 0τ by

C z z( , 0) 1 ( ) , (18)0
2λ= − + ⋯

and

C (0, ) 1 ( ) . (19)0
2τ τ τ= − + ⋯

The determination of 0λ is similar to the determination of the Taylormicroscale from velocity space
autocorrelation functions, and corresponds approximately to the smallest lengths of the inertial range of the
energy spectrumof turbulent fluctuations. Using equation (15)with equations (18) and (19) gives

z . (20)0 0λ τ τ=

With equation (16) this gives

V , (21)0 eff
* 0λ τ=

and thus the equivalence

C z C( , 0) ( 0, ), (22)0 0λ τ τ=

between the space and time domain. Fourier transforming equation (22) yields the corresponding equivalence

E k P f( ) ( ), (23)0 0λ τ=

in thewavenumber and frequency space. Thus, the normalized spatial and temporal spectra, when scaled by 0λ
and 0τ respectively as indicated by equations (22) and (23), are equal to each other.

4.3. Velocitymeasurements based on the EA
Wecan use the EA to determine the velocitiesU andV frommulti-point temperaturemeasurements. This
method had been tested previously and applied to RBC temperature data with Pr 5≃ and Ra 1010≃ for
samples with 1Γ = [36, 37], and it had been used for Pr 0.8≃ and 0.50Γ = forRa up to 1015 [29]. The EAhad
also been applied to particle-image velocimetry data [38], shadowgraph images [39] in turbulent RBC, and
velocity data in awall-bounded shearflow [63] (for a recent review, see [64]).We can examine the consistency of
the results forU andV obtained over various displacements z to further test the EA.

Figure 6 shows two typical examples of C z( , )i j, τ as a function of τ, one eachwith z=0 cm (solid line,

i j 11= = ) and z=3.0 cm (dotted red line, i j11, 13= = ). This particular case is for Ra 1.25 1014= × . On the
curve C (0, )11,11 τ we found the time delay dτ at which

Figure 5. Schematic diagramof constant zE contours. From the center to the outside, the elliptic curves correspond to increasing
constant zE values and decreasing constant C z( , )τ values, starting with zE=0 and C (0, 0) 1= at the center. The horizontal short-
dashed line shows that C z C z( , ) ( , 0)Eτ = (equation (10)) at constant zwill have amaximumat pτ , with pτ given by the value of τ
where z( )E zτ∂ ∂ vanishes. The red stars represent two special points on a contour of constant zE andwill be used below in section 4.2 to
derive an equivalence between spacial and temporal spectra.
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C C z( 0, ) ( , 0), (24)d11,11 11,13τ =

as shown in thefigure by the horizontal linewith double arrows. Since for that time delay the two correlation
functions have the same value, they correspond to the same re-scaled space variable zE. Substituting the
arguments of each separately into equation (11) and equating the two results, wefind

z, (25)d 0τ α=

with

U V1 . (26)0
2 2α = +

Using equation (17) this result yields

V 1 , (27)eff 0α=
z . (28)dτ=

As shown infigure 6, we also found a peak position pτ at which C z( , )11,13 τ reached itsmaximum. As
illustrated infigure 5, pτ satisfies

z
0, (29)E

z

⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠τ

∂
∂

=

at that extremum. Evaluating equation (29)with equation (11), we have

z, (30)p pτ α=

with

U U V( ). (31)p
2 2α = +

Thuswe have

U , (32)p 0
2α α=

and

V 1 ( ) . (33)p 0
2

0α α α= −

Figure 7 shows results for dτ and pτ derived from C z( , )i j, τ for different i j, as a function of the
corresponding z, obtained from the analysis described above.One sees that, over a range of ±10 cm for z, dτ and

pτ are describedwell by straight-line fits as expected on the basis of equations (25) and (30). For larger z∣ ∣ the
data showdeviations from those lines at negative z.We see that the EA is valid over awide range of z and τ. The
range ±10 cm corresponds to L0.1± where L is the sample height (which for 1.00Γ = is equal to its diameter). It
is reasonable to conjecture that the upper limit of the inertial range of z, and thus of the range of applicability of
the EA, is of the order of L 10, consistent with this result.

For the particular example shown infigure 7 thefits of equations (25) and (30) to the data yielded
(6.46 0.12) 100

2α = ± × − s cm−1 and (4.89 0.14) 10p
2α = ± × − s cm−1. These results can be usedwith

equations (32), (33), and (27) to obtain

Figure 6.The experimentally determined auto-correlation function for the thermistor i=11 (black data points connected by a solid
curve) and the cross-correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ for i j11, 13= = (red data points connected by a dotted curve) as a function of
τ. The separationwas z x x 3.0013 11= − = cm (see table 1). Two short vertical dashed lines represent pτ and dτ , with dτ determined
by the condition C C(0, ) (3.00, 0)d11,11 11,13τ = . The data points are separated in time by 25 ms, corresponding to the 40 Hz sampling
rate used in the experiment. This example is for Ra 1.25 1014= × .
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U 11.7 cm s , (34)1= −

V 10.1 cm s , (35)1= −

and

V 15.5 cm s . (36)eff
1= −

Although onemight attempt to estimate probable errors ofU andV from those of 0α and pα , these errors
turn out to be excessively large because the errors of 0α and pα are correlated, albeit in a way that seems difficult
to determine. This is so because the errors of dτ and pτ are not independent of each other.We are thus led to
estimate the probable errors of the Reynolds numbers derived from the velocities from their scatter about afit of
a power law toReU(Ra) andReV(Ra) (see sections 8.3, 8.4, andfigure 17).

5. Sample homogeneity

In order for the EA to be applicable, the systemunder investigationmust be homogeneous at least in the
direction of the desired velocitymeasurements. In this sectionwe show that our sample satisfies this
requirement.

From the temperature time-sequencesTi(t) at each location i (see table 1)we computed the time averages
Ti〈 〉, the deviations from those averages T t T t T( ) ( )i i iδ = − 〈 〉, and the rms deviations Ti i

2 1 2σ δ= 〈 〉 .We also
determinedmany of the temperature space–time cross-correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ (see equation (9)) from
themeasurements at the discrete locations xi and xjwith z x xj i= − andwith i and j two of the thermometer
numbers listed in table 1.

Figure 8(a) shows pdfs of Ti iδ σ for different vertical positions xi. All pdfs were normalized. Over an
amplitude range ofmore than four decades, and over a vertical spacial range of 24.5 cm, from x L 0.47= to
x L 0.69= , there are only small deviations in the tails of the pdf data from a unique curve. Since the sample was
tilted slightly with the azimuthal orientation of the tilt-angle chosen so that the down-flowof the LSCon average
was close to the azimuthal thermistor location, the pdf shapes were all skewed towards negative values.
Figure 8(b) shows the time auto-correlation functions C (0, )i i, τ as a function of τ calculated from the same set of
data as in (a). One sees here also that there are only veryminor deviations in the tails of the correlation functions
from a unique curve. Therefore, figures 8(a) and (b) demonstrate that the temperature fluctuationswere
statistically homogeneous over the spatial range z=24.5 cm (z L 0.22= ) of themeasuring positions used in this
experiment (see table 1). Asmentioned above, spatial homogeneity is a necessary condition for the validity of
the EA.

6. Tests of the EA

In this sectionwe provide several experimental tests of the applicability of the EA to ourmeasurements in the
range ofRa up to 1014.We also illustrate inmore detail themethods bywhich velocities (and thus Reynolds
numbers) are determined from the correlation functions.

Figure 7.Results for dτ (black circles) and pτ (red diamonds) as a function of z for Ra 1.25 1014= × . Least-squares fits of straight

lines to the data (see equations (25) and (29)) over the range z10.0 10.5− ⩽ ⩽ cm gave (6.46 0.12) 100
2α = ± × − s cm−1 (black

solid line) and (4.89 0.14) 10p
2α = ± × − s cm−1 (red dashed line), respectively. Using these values of 0α and pα , we found

U=11.7 cm s−1,V=10.1 cm s−1, and V 15.5eff = cm s−1. Deviations from the straight lines are seen to occur for z 10< − cm.
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6.1.Qualitative tests of the EA
Figure 9(a) shows the three-dimensional surface of C z( , )i j, τ as a function of z and τ. Figure 9(b) shows several
constant-correlation contours in the z–τ plane. As expected, C z( , )i j, τ reached itsmaximumat z 0τ= = , and
from there decayedmonotonically in all directions. This ensured that the constant-correlation contours were
closed curves. From the inner to the outer curve, the contour amplitude varied from0.99 to 0.90 in steps of 0.01.
Over the range of z and τ studied, the contours all had similar elliptic shapes within experimental error, as
expected from equation (11). This result indicates that the EA is valid for temperature correlationsmeasured
near the sidewall where the flow structure is homogeneous in the axial direction but anisotropic.

6.2. Further tests of the EA
To further test the EA, we showmany C z( , )i j, τ , measuredwith various i j, and the corresponding z, as a
function of the re-scaled length zE on logarithmic scales infigure 10(a). The values of zEwere calculated using
equation (11) with the above values ofU andV. As seen in thefigure, all correlation functions collapse onto a
singlemaster curve C z( , 0)i j E, as a function of zE, except for the twowith the largest z∣ ∣. The ones showing
deviations from the universal curve are i j( , ) (17, 11)= and (17, 7), corresponding to z 14.00= − and
−19.50 cm respectively. The reason for these deviations at large z is not obvious to us.We do not think that they
are due to an actual variation of the physical velocitiesU andVwith vertical position, as these have been found to
have unique valueswhen smaller separationswere used overmuch of the 26.5 cm range covered by the
thermometers listed in table 1.One possible reason is that the flow self-similarity assumption, and thus the
validity of the EA, breaks downwhen z exceeds the largest length scale of the inertial range.

Figure 8. (a) Probability-density functions of the normalized temperature Ti iδ σ for (see table 1) i=2 (x=53.00 cm, red open
triangles), i=5 (x=56.12 cm, green open squares), i=7 (x=58.00 cm, black solid diamonds), i=11 (x=63.50 cm, blue open circles),
and i=17 (x=77.50 cm, black solid line). (b) Time auto-correlation functions C (0, )i i, τ as a function of τ for the same vertical
positions as in (a). All themeasurements were forRa= 1.25 1014× andPr=0.86.Note that over a vertical spacial range of 24.5 cm,
from x L 0.47= to x L 0.69= , there are only small deviations in the tails, indicating that the system is spatially remarkably
homogeneous.

Figure 9. (a) A three-dimensional rendering of the experimental results for the cross-correlation function C z( , )i j, τ . (b) Experimental

constant-correlation contours of C z( , )i j, τ in the z-τ plane. Allmeasurements are for Ra 1.25 1014= × , Pr=0.86.
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For comparison, the same C z( , )i j, τ are plotted as a function of τ infigure 10(b). SinceU andV are of
comparable size, themaximumcorrelation amplitudes decreased and thewidths of the correlation functions
increased as z increased. Given these features, C z( , )i j, τ cannot be projected onto a single curvewith a linear
translation between space z and time delay τ aswould be the case in a laminar flowwithV=0where the Taylor
approximation is expected to be valid.

According to equation (11), z zE= when 0τ = . Thus, infigure 10(a)we also plotted the directlymeasured
correlation functions C z z( , 0)i j E, = as a function of z (open circles). As expected, themeasured values for

z 10∣ ∣ ≲ all fall perfectly onto the universal plot of C z( , 0)i j E, . The results for z 14.0= − and−19.5 deviate from
the universal curve, as already anticipated on the basis of results infigure 7.

In view of the above analysis, one needsmeasurements for at least two different locations xi and xj, separated
by a distance z. Themeasurements yield C C(0, ) (0, )i i j j, ,τ τ= and C z( , )i j, τ which can be compared as shown
infigure 6 andwhichwill yield values of pα and 0α . These results in turnwill yieldU andV. Thismethodwas
used tomeasureRe for the 0.50Γ = sampleHPCF-II [29], using a spatial separation z=3.0 cm. There the
authors examined the validity of those results by comparing the two C z( , 0)i i E, and C z( , 0)i j E, . These two curves
were found to coincide within experimental scatter for z 10 cmE ≲ .

6.3. A quantitative criterion for the validity of the EA
Deviations of experimental data from the EA can arise for several reasons. On the one hand, the spatial
separationmay be too large for the EA to remain valid. As discussed above, we expect this to happen onlywhen z
exceeds perhaps 10 cmor so.On the other, the physical velocitiesU andVmay varywith position over the spatial
range included by zwhen z is large.We gave arguments above in section 5whywe think that this is not a problem
for z 10≲ cmor so. Lastly, the time sequences usedmay represent an inadequate sample of the statistical
properties of the process under investigation if it is too short.While this is not a problem for our long time
sequences ofmany hours’ duration, it becomes an issue belowwherewe investigate velocityfluctuations by
analyzing short-timemoving-average sections of the long time sequences. For all of the above reasons, we
consider now a quantitative criterion that can be used to determinewhether the EA is valid for a given data set
and thuswhether the derived velocities are trustworthy.

The difference between a cross-correlation function C z( , )i j, τ and the corresponding auto-correlation
functions C (0, )i i, τ or C (0, )j j, τ can be described quantitatively by

C z C z C z N( ) ( , 0) ( , 0) . (37)i j E

k

N

i i E i j E, ,max

1

, ,
2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∑δ = −

=

We remind the reader that, for C z( , 0)i i E, , where z=0,we have z VE eff τ= (see equation (17) and (11)). For Ci j, ,
where z 0∣ ∣ > , zE is computed from equation (11) usingU andV. The number of data pointsN is the total

Figure 10. (a) Experimental results for temperature space–time cross-correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ as a function of the re-scaled
length zE (see equation (11)) for ten different thermistor pairs (see table 1). i j( , )= (8, 12) (blue dashed line, z=6.00 cm); (2, 7)
(purple dashed line, z=5.00 cm); (9, 11) (green dashed line, z=3.50 cm); (10, 11) (red dashed line, z=1.50 cm); (11, 11) (black
dashed line, z=0.00 cm); (12, 11) (blue solid line, z 1.50= − cm); (16, 14) (purple solid line, z 6.00= − cm); (15, 11) (green solid
line, z 10.00= − cm); (17, 11) (red solid line, z 14.00= − cm); and (17, 7) (black solid line, z 19.5= − cm). The value of zEwas
calculated from equation (11)withU=11.7 cm s−1 andV=10.1 cm s−1 (see equations (32) and (33)). Black circles represent the
directlymeasured space auto-correlation function C z( , 0)i j, as a function of z. (b) The same correlation functions as in (a), but as a
function of τ.
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number of experimentallymeasured points of C z( , 0)i j E, in the range of zE up to an arbitrary cutoff zE,max. In
order to explore how C z( )i j E, ,maxδ depends on zE,max for a case where z is sufficiently large to yield reasonable
accuracy forU andV but small enough so that there is no question about the validity of the EA, we first chose the
case i j, 9, 11= (see table 1)where z=3.50 cm.Using only those two positions, we foundU=11.0 and
V=10.9 cm, consistent within error estimates with the results equations (32) and (33) for Ra 1.25 1014= × .
With those velocity values, we obtained the results in table 2. Considering that the two correlation functions have
values not far below unity over the range of comparison, one sees that they agreewith each other to better than a
percent or two of their average values over a remarkably large range of zE.

Infigure 11we show four comparisons of C z( , 0)i j E, for different values of C z( 20 cm)i j E, ,maxδ = . All are

based on short (3 min) sections of a long time sequence for i j z9, 11 ( 3.50 cm)= = = . For such a short
section Ci j,δ willfluctuate as time evolves along the long sequences. The examples shownwere chosen to

correspond to the four values of Ci j,δ given in the caption. Thefigures suggest that, even for Ci j,δ up to 0.04, the

EA is a reasonable approximation. For the 0.50Γ = sample [29] and for the presentmeasurements for

1.00Γ = the value of Ci j,δ based on typical long time sequences of ten hours or sowas generally less than 0.003.

Table 2.Values of C9,11δ and theminimum
C z( , 0)E9,11 ,max of C z( , 0)E9,11 as a function of
the cutoff value zE,max of zE.

z (cm)E,max C9,11δ C z( , 0)E9,11 ,max

10.0 0.0017 0.784

20.0 0.0060 0.581

40.0 0.0126 0.327

Figure 11.Correlation functions C z( , 0)i j E, as a function of zEwith i j 9= = (z = 0, red solid line) and i=9, j=11 (z=3.5 cm, open

circles) for several C z( )i j E, ,maxδ with z 20E,max = cm: (a) C 2.30 10i j,
3δ = × − , (b) C 1.06 10i j,

2δ = × − , (c) C 1.97 10i j,
2δ = × − , and

(d) C 4.00 10i j,
2δ = × − . Each correlation functionwas computed fromdata over a three-minute time interval (7200 data points)

chosen from amuch longer time sequences so as to yield the desired Ci j,δ . All data are for Ra 1.25 1014= × .
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7. Results for the velocityfluctuations

In an earlier paperNiemela et al [40] obtained cross-correlation functions forRaup to 1013 andPrnear one from
a sample of 50 cmdiameter and 1.00Γ = . They used two sensors located in the horizontalmid plane 4.4 cm
from the sidewall. The sensors were separated vertically by 1.27 cm. The authorsmeasured time sequences at a
frequency of 50 Hzwith an approximate length t 30avg = s, selected fromand sliding alongmuch longer
sequences. From the peak positions pτ they computed the velocity z pτ as a function of time. They found
frequent reversals of themeasured velocity, frompositive to negative values (see, however, [65], section 6).

We nowknow from the EA and equation (31) that the velocity z pτ actually is the combination

U t V t U t[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )2 2+ whereU(t) andV(t) are the time averages of the instantaneous velocities u(t) and v(t)
over the time interval tavg.We note that this quantity approachesU(t) only in the Taylor frozen-flow
approximationV U≪ (which becomes valid for RBConly in the case of extremely short time sequences which
do not permit fluctuations to evolve). In the present sectionwe present a similar analysis using t 10avg = s, but
use the EA tofirst select only those sequences which reveal sufficiently good statistics to conform to the EA
prediction according to the criterion of the previous section.We then interpret the correlation functions in
terms of the EA to obtainU(t) andV(t) separately using equations (32) and (33).Our data did not reproduce the
frequent reversals found in [40].

From correlation functions C z( , )i j, τ computed from400 points over the timewindow t 10avg = s centered
at a time stamp t of a very long time sequencewe calculated ‘instantaneous’ velocitiesU(t) andV(t). Statistically
similar results were obtained for tavg up to about 60 s; but the longer averaging timewould of course average out
themore rapid fluctuations. To ensure the validity of the EA,we computed C z( 20 cm)i j E, ,maxδ = (see
section 6.3) for each set of short-time C z( , )i j, τ and kept only those EA velocities with C 0.04i j,δ ⩽ . Figure 12 (a)
shows the pdf of Ci j,δ . Figure 12 (b) gives the integral of the data in (a). One sees that the cutoff at C 0.04i j,δ =
discards about a third of the data, leaving enough points ofU(t) andV(t) to reconstruct their time sequences
fairly well. A longer averaging time tavg with the same cutoff C 0.04i j,δ = would have yielded a larger number of
useable points forU(t) andV(t), butwould have smoothed awaymore of the rapid time variation.

If no data from the original time sequence had to be discarded, wewould expect the rms value
U t U t( ( ) ( ) )U t( )

2 0.5σ = 〈 − 〈 〉 〉 ofU(t) to be equal toVwhereV is the rms velocity obtained from the entire
sequence. Since, as illustrated infigure 12, some data had to be discarded in order to assure the validity of the EA,
we expect the ratio VU t( )σ to be less than one. Infigure 13we show this ratio as a function of tavg for different
Ra. As expected, VU t( )σ increases as tavg decreases, and approaches 1 as tavg vanishes. Because the velocity
spectrum covers a wider frequency range at higherRa, the cutoff frequency corresponding to tavg discardsmore
rapid fluctuations from the spectrum at highRa than at lowRa. As a result, one sees at a given tavg that VU t( )σ
decreases asRa increases.

Figures 14 (a)–(d) show some of the results forU(t) andV(t) in the forms U t U U t U U( ) ( ( ) )δ = − and
V t V V t V V( ) ( ( ) )δ = − for differentRa. HereU andV are the long-time averages computed from the entire
ten-hour time sequences. For allRa, U t U( )δ showed similar behavior. The data thus imply that thefluctuation
amplitudes grewwithRa at about the same rate asU itself. Thisfindingwill be confirmedmore quantitatively

Figure 12. (a) Probability-density functions p C( )i j,δ as a function of the error estimate Ci j,δ (see equation (37)). (b) gives the integral

of the data in (a). Black circles: Ra 2.5 1011= × . Red triangles: Ra 1.8 1012= × . Blue squares: Ra 1.1 1013= × . Green diamonds:
Ra 1.2 1014= × .
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below in sections 8.3 and 8.4wherewe find that Re ReU V≃ independent ofRa (see alsofigure 21). The results
for U t U( )δ reveal a slightly positivemean value, with rare negative excursions to U t U( ) 2δ ≃ − .

Amore quantitative picture emerges from the probability distribution of U t U( )δ which is shown in
figure 15 (a). One again sees the positivemean value of U t U( )δ . It indicates that positive fluctuations are
slightly larger and/ormore frequent than negative ones. There is some broadeningwith increasingRa, but not
much considering that the data cover nearly three decades ofRa. The data do not show any evidence of bi-
modality, as would be expected if the LSC at irregular time intervals reversed its direction of circulation and
remained in that state for a significant length of time.While such bi-modality was reported in [40], we note that
an alternative explanation of that observation had already been offered in [65] (see especially section 6 of that
paper). The rare negative spikes reaching values as low as U t U( ) 2δ ≃ − are confirmed here as well.

Figures 14 (c) and (d) show V t V( )δ as a function of time for two values ofRa. BecauseV t( ) 0⩾ , one has
V t V( ) 1δ ⩾ − . The probability distribution functions of V t V( )δ are shown infigure 15 (b). They are all
skewed toward large values. Comparedwith U t U( )δ , themost probable values of V t V( )δ are closer to zero,
which indicates that the flow short-time rms velocities weremore convergent to their long-time averages than
the short-timemean velocities.

Figure 13.The ratio of velocity rmsfluctuations VU t( )σ as a function of tavg for differentRa: 2.55 1011× (red diamonds),

1.78 1012× (green triangles), 1.10 1013× (blue squares) and 1.20 1014× (black circles).

Figure 14. (a), (b) U Uδ as a function of time for differentRa. (a) Ra 1.20 1014= × . (b) Ra 2.55 1011= × . (c) and (d) V t V( )δ for
the sameRa as in (a), (b). All data were calculated from short-time C z( , )τ with t 10 savg = . Only sections of lengths 104 s ofmuch
longer time sequences are shown.
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8. Results for the time-averagedReynolds numbers

8.1. Predictions of theGLmodel
Amajor theoretical success in thefield of turbulent RBCwas the formulation byGL [3, 4] of amodel that gives
theNusselt numberNu and the Reynolds number Re ULU ν= for the classical state whenRa andPr are
specified. An important qualitative prediction of themodel [3], soon confirmed by experiment [41, 66] forNu
(Ra), is that Nu Ra Pr( , ) and Re Ra Pr( , )U do not strictly follow a power law. Instead they are determined by
crossover functions that interpolate between different power laws valid asymptotically in various limits
(generally not accessible to experiment) ofRa and/or Pr. Consequently afit ofRe data over a limited range ofRa
and/orPr to the function

Re Re Pr Ra , (38)0
eff eff= α ζ

will yield ‘effective’ exponents Ra Pr( , )effα and Ra Pr( , )effζ whichwill depend, albeit only weakly, on themean
Ra andPr values of thefitted data. Remembering that all exponent values for the classical state are effective and
dependent on theRa andPr range, we shall henceforth drop the superscript eff. To illustrate this dependence and
our notation, wemention that, forReU and at constant Ra 1010= , U

GLα varies from−0.666 forPr=0.8 to about
−0.688 forPr=100. At constant Pr=0.8wefind that U

GLζ changes from0.439 at Ra 109= to 0.442 at Ra 1013= .
TheGLmodel yields two coupled algebraic equations (see for instance equations (2.1) and (2.2) of [43])

which implicitly giveNuGL andReU
GL, but contain five parameters that need to be determined byfitting to

experimental data. Four of these parameters are determined entirely from fits to data for Nu Ra Pr( , ) in the
classicalRa range. Thefifth parameter, designated as ‘a’ in [5], affects the pre-factor ReU ,0

GL , but when an

appropriate parameter transformation is used, it does not influenceNuGL and U
GLζ [5]. Recently allfive

parameters were re-determined [43] by afit to a judiciously selected set of four experimental data for
Nu Ra Pr( , ) [67–69] spanning awide range ofRa andPr and one value forReU [61], all for cylindrical samples
with 1.00Γ = . Fits of Re Ra Pr( , )U

GL generated numerically from theGLmodel with these parameters to

equation (38) gave exponent values to be designated as U
GLα and U

GLζ .We found 0.667U
GLα = − independent or

Ra over our range Ra10 1011 13≲ ≲ and for our Pr 0.8≃ (see figure 1), and values of U
GLζ that varied from0.440

for Ra 1011≃ to 0.442 for Ra 1013≃ , independent ofPr over our narrow range Pr0.78 0.86≲ ≲ .

Figure 15. (a) Probability-density functions of U Uδ generated from the entire (long) time sequences used to generate figure 14 for
differentRa: 2.55 1011× (red diamonds), 1.78 1012× (green triangles), 1.10 1013× (blue squares) and 1.20 1014× (black circles).
(b) The same as in (a), but for V Vδ . All datawere calculated from short-time C z( , )τ with t 10 savg = .
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At a later timeGL [6] presented amodel that gave Re VLV
GL ν= corresponding to the fluctuation velocityV for

the classical state. It yieldedV U Re Re ReV U U
1 4= ∼ − .With the results given in the preceding paragraph this

yields 0.500V
GLα = − and 0.331V

GLζ = in our range ofRa andPr. The pre-factor ReV ,0
GL is left undetermined, and

would have to be derived from afit to one judiciously chosen point derived from experiment or direct numerical
simulation.

For the ultimate state GL predicted [3, 4] that theRa andPr dependences ofReU are determined by the
exponents of their region IVl in the Pr–Ra planewhich are equal to 1 2U

GLζ = and 1 2U
GLα = − . Interestingly, in

this case the exponents are not ‘effective’ ones. Rather, pure power lawswith these exponents and no logarithmic
corrections are expected to represent Re Ra Pr( , )U not only asymptotically but also over the entire range

Ra Ra2
*> [27]. To our knowledge there is no prediction for Vζ and Vα in the ultimate state.

8.2. The determination ofReU andReV
At each value ofRaweused three simultaneous temperature time-sequences, taken at a frequency of 40 Hz over
approximately ten hours, for the determination ofReU andReV. The data were taken at locations i 9, 11,= and
12 (see table 1) and the EA velocities and the corresponding Reynolds numbers were calculated using
equations (25), (30), (32), and (33). The three thermistor locations had been chosenwith non-equal
separations, which gave four different values of z: z=0, 1.5, 3.5 and 5 cm. As is apparent from section 4.3 and
figure 7, a larger number of displacements zwill lead to better values of 0α and pα and thus to smaller errors ofU
andV.

Themeasurements weremade at the average vertical position x L 0.55≃ (see table 1), quite close to the
horizontalmid plane. The radial position of themeasurements was at r R1 0.027ξ = − = (see section 2.2).
For Pr 1≃ the thicknesses of the thermal and viscous BLs are expected to be about equal. Near Ra 4 1011≃ ×
one can estimate their thickness to be about 1.4 mmor R0.0025 ; theywill be thinner at largerRa. Thus the
measurements arewell within the bulk of the sample, but close enough to thewall to correspond to the largest
ReU along the sample diameter passing through themeasurement position.

Themeasurements ofReweremade at various pressures in order to cover thewide range (see equation (6))
Ra4 10 1.5 1011 14× ≲ ≲ × , andPr depended slightly on pressure. The variation ofPrwithRawas shown in

figure 1, and covered the narrow range from0.78 to 0.86.Over this Pr range the term Pr U
GLα in equation (38)

varied by 6%, from1.174 to 1.106. In the classical state, which extends up to Ra 2 1013≃ × , this term varied by
only 1.2%, from1.174 to 1.160.

8.3. Results forReU
TheReU results are shown on double logarithmic scales infigure 16. There the solid line is the prediction of the
GLmodel [43]. It falls well below themeasurements, but for Ra 2 1012≳ × it has (within the resolution of the
measurements) the same slope as the experimental data, corresponding to the same effective exponent Uζ . The

GL predictionmultiplied by 1.38 is shown as a dashed line; it is an excellentfit to the data for Ra 2 1012≳ × .
We do not know the reason for the departures from the dashed line in the figure for Ra 2 1012≲ × . One

might argue that they are indicative of a transition between two different states of the system, and conjecture that
this transitionmight be related to those observed byChavanne et al [28] and in subsequent related cryogenic
experiments [31, 32] (for a recent re-examination of those data, see [30]). To explore the implications of this

Figure 16.TheReynolds numberReU as a function ofRa on logarithmic scales. The solid red points and open circles with blue stars
were used for two separate power-law fits. Solid line: The prediction of theGLmodelwith the updated pre factors [43]. Dashed line:
TheGL predictionmultiplied by 1.38.Dash-dotted line: a power-law fit to the circles with stars. Vertical dotted lines: Ra 2 101

* 13= ×
as determined from the data for the LSC orientation mθ shown in figure 4(a) and Ra 7 102

* 13= × as determined fromReV (see
figure 20).
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assumption, we show as a dash-dotted line a power-law fit to the data indicated by open circles with blue stars.
Thisfit suggests a transitionRayleigh number Ra 3 10t

12= × . That value is larger than that found in the above
mentioned low-temperature experiments (see Figure12 of [32]) which, over the range Pr 1.5 20%= ± and for

1.14Γ = , gave an estimated Ra 1.1 10t
11= × , a factor of 27 smaller than suggested by ourReU results. Further,

the power-lawfit indicated by the dash-dotted blue line in thefigure yielded an exponent of 0.56, significantly
larger than the values expected theoretically for any state of this system [16] and those found byChavanne et al
[31] or Roche et al [32]. Thuswefind it unlikely that there is any relationship between the departure of ourReU
data from the dashed line infigure 16 on the one hand and the transitions observed in the earlier helium
experiments [28, 31, 32] on the other. In any case, the exponents implied by the power-law fits displayed in the
figure are inconsistent with a transition between the classical and the ultimate state since the larger exponent is
found at the smallerRa values, and because the implied low-Ra exponent value of 0.56 ismuch too large.We also
note thatmeasurements of theNusselt number for the same sample did not reveal any transition near
Ra 3 1012= × (seefigure 3(b) of [42]).

Wefind itmore likely that the departures from the dashed line in the figure for Ra 2 1012≲ × are caused by
the change in orientation of the LSC discussed in section 3, althoughwe do not see any obvious correlationwith
theRa dependence of themean orientation or thewidth of the probability distribution of the LSCorientation
(see figure 4). The deviations could also be caused by a change of the LSC shape, for instance from amore nearly
circular to amore nearly elliptic form (see, for instance, [51]). TheGLmodel does not take such shape changes
into consideration. In any case, we limit further quantitative analysis of the data to the range Ra 2 1012⩾ × , and
also exclude all data forRa values larger than our estimate Ra 2 101

* 13= × .
The uncertainties of parameter values derived fromfits to experimental data depend on the uncertainties of

those data.We determined the latter by first fitting the power law

Re Re Ra˜ , (39)U U ,0
exp ˜

U
exp

= ζ

to theReU data over the range 2 1012× to 2 1013× (shown infigure 16 as solid red circles). Deviations from that
fit are shown infigure 17(a). Over theRa-range of thefit the rms deviation from the fit was 3.8%.Using this
result in a subsequentweighted fit yielded ˜ 0.437 0.019U

expζ = ± .
In order to remove the small influence of the variation ofPr over the experimentalRa range, we based the

analysis on equation (38) andfitted a power law to the experimental data for Re PrU
U
GLα− with 0.667U

GLα = −
over the sameRa range, using the sameweights as before, and obtained Re 0.408U ,0

exp = and

0.449 0.019U
expζ = ± . Also over the sameRa range theGLmodel yields 0.441U

GLζ = forPr=0.8, in agreement
with the experimental result.

We are not aware of anyRemeasurements in theRa andPr range of our data and for 1.0Γ = withwhichwe
might compare our results.Measurements for 0.5Γ = atRa values similar to ours butPr valueswhich increased
more strongly with increasingRa yielded exponent values of 0.48 ± 0.02 [32] and 0.49 [31].

As discussed above, themagnitude ofReU (as determined by the pre-factor ReU ,0), but according to theGL
model not theRa dependence (as reflected in Uζ ), depends onwhere in the sample themeasurement ismade.

The parameter a of theGLmodel (which determines ReU ,0
GL) was determined frommeasurements byQiu and

Figure 17.Deviations from thefit of the power law equation (39) to the data (a) forReU and (b) forReV. The solid red symbols
correspond to the data points used in thefits. The vertical dotted lines correspond to our estimates of Ra1

* and Ra2
*.
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Tong [61] of the horizontal velocity component along the vertical centerline. These authors linearly extrapolated
their results in the sample interior to a position near the top or bottomplate. Stevens et al [43] used this
extrapolation to determine a. However, directmeasurements [61] of themaximumvelocity near the plates show
that the extrapolated value is lower than thismaximumby 22%.Ourmeasurements were of the vertical velocity
component near the sidewall and correspond closely to themaximumvelocity along a diameter nearly in the
horizontalmid plane and the LSC circulation plane. It seems reasonable to us that the ratio of 1.38 between the
experimental and theGL-model valuemay be attributable to these differences betweenmeasurement locations.

We note that the data forReU do not reveal any obvious anomaly/singularity at the location of Ra1
* as

determined infigure 4(a) (the vertical dotted line infigures 16(a) and 17(a)). This will be discussed further
below in section 8.7.

8.4. Results forReV
WhileReU depends on location and can be influenced by the preferred orientation of the LSC, the fluctuation
Reynolds numberReV apparently is largely immune to the vagaries of the LSC and to themeasurement location
within the bulk of the sample [61].

Infigure 18we show the results forReV. The solid line in that figure is a power lawwith 0.331V
GLζ = ,

corresponding to theGL prediction [6]. Here the pre-factor Re 16.8V ,0 = was adjusted to provide afit of the

power law to themeasured value at Ra 1013= . It is apparent that the theoretical prediction does notfit the data.
For further analysis only the data in the classical state with Ra Ra 2 101

* 13< = × were used in order to avoid
any influence from the ultimate-state transition-region. Afit of equation (39) to the data, with both pre-factor

and exponent adjusted, yielded ˜ 0.430V
expζ = and Rẽ 0.844V ,0

exp = .We note that these results are very close to the
GL prediction forReU, but are not aware of why they should agreewith that theoretical result.

In the above analysis we neglected any possible influence of changes ofPrwithRa. However, we note that Pr
changed only from0.785 to 0.800 for the data used in the fits. The effect of this small variationwill be examined
below in section 8.6.

To our knowledge there are no other data forReVwith Pr 0.8≃ and Ra 1011≳ for direct comparisonwith
ours. There are several sets ofmeasurements for Pr 7≳ and smallerRa. They yielded exponent values

0.40 0.03V
expζ = ± [62] and 0.50 [59], reasonably consistent with our results for V

expζ and theGL prediction for

U
GLζ (but notwith the prediction for V

GLζ ).
A set ofmeasurements using shadowgraph images and the EAwas presented in [39]. Those results were for a

large 10.9Γ = and covered the range Pr0.18 0.88≲ ≲ . They yielded 0.45 0.03V
expζ = ± . This result is also

consistent with our value for V
expζ and theGL prediction 0.45U

GLζ = forReU in theRa range of those

measurements. In this case we believe that theGL prediction [6] of V
GLζ is not directly relevant because in the

experiment there are several contributions tofluctuations. One contribution comes from the intrinsic
fluctuations considered byGL [6]. The other comes from the irregular lateralmovement of the LSC structure
which leads to the vanishing ofU in the time average butmust be expected to contribute to the fluctuations
measured at a fixed location.

Figure 18.TheReynolds numberReV based on the rmsfluctuation velocityV as a function ofRa on double logarithmic scales. The
solid line is a power lawwith the exponent 0.331V

GLζ = and the pre factor Re 16.8V ,0 = adjusted to fit the data at Ra 1013= . The
dashed red line is a power-law fit to the data in the classical regime for Ra 2 1013⩽ × . Thatfit yielded 0.430V

expζ = and
Re 0.844V ,0

exp = .
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8.5.Dependence ofReV on the Prandtl number
Although ourmeasurements were only for Pr 0.80≃ , they can be comparedwith others in the literature for

1.00Γ = to reveal thePr dependence ofReV. For this purpose we chose the reference value Ra 1010= which is
within or close to theRa range of several previous investigations [38, 59–62]. The interpolated or slightly
extrapolated values at Ra 1010= are shown infigure 19.

The dash-dotted line (purple), is the prediction ofGL forReV [6], with 0.50V
GLα = − and the pre-factor

adjusted to provide a best fit to the large-Pr data of [62] (the three purple diamonds). This power law does notfit
any of the data verywell, and our result forPr=0.80 (solid blue circle) is larger by a factor of about eight. Thus,
both theRa dependence (see figure 18) and the Pr dependence predicted forReV [6] disagree with the
experimental results.

The solid line infigure 19 is theGL prediction forReU [43], with the pre-factor adjusted so as to provide a
bestfit to the data of [62]. Althoughwe do not knowwhy it should, itfits the data forReV quite well for Pr 7≳ ,
but does notfit themeasurements for Pr 7≲ . Our experimental value at Pr=0.80 is larger than thismodel
prediction by a factor of about four.

Of course we do not knowhow to properly formulate the strong Pr dependence found for Pr 7≲ ; but if we
choose tomake a power-law fit to the data in this range, thenwefind Re PrV

1.20∼ − which is shown as a dotted
line (red).We note that the data by others for Pr3 7≲ ≲ [38, 59–61] also are consistent with such a large
exponent and scattermore or less randomly about the dotted line. It should be pointed out, however, that an
alternativefit to the data for Pr 3≳ was proposed by Shang andXia [60]. Those authors proposed the power law
Re Pr Ra0.84V

0.86 0.01 0.40 0.03= − ± ± which is shown infigure 19 as a dashed line. Although this function provides
a reasonable representation ofmost of the data, we note that the points near Pr=7 fall significantly below the
line, while our point atPr=0.8 is well above thisfit. In any case, also this interpretation, with 0.86V

expα = − ,

gives an exponent that disagrees with theGL prediction [6] 0.50V
GLα = − .

It should be noted that the data for Ra3 10 2 105 7× ≲ ≲ × of [39] based on gasmixtures which gave thePr
range [70] from0.18 to 0.88 and for 10.9Γ = yielded 0.53 0.11V

expα = − ± , much lower than the present
estimate and closer to the theoretical values. However, in view of the very large difference ofΓ andRa, and the
contributions tofluctuations from several sourcesmentioned near the end of section 8.4, any detailed
comparisonsmay be inappropriate.

8.6. TheRayleigh-number dependence ofReV
Having learnt about the dependence ofReV onPr in the previous subsection, we can nowfind an improved value
for V

expζ by fitting a power law to Re PrV
Vα− over the range Ra 2 1013< × in the classical state. Choosing first the

value 1.2V
expα = − , wefind 0.441 0.001V

expζ = ± and the pre-factor Re 0.466 0.011V ,0
exp = ± . If we choose the

(to us seemingly less likely) value 0.86V
expα = − , then the exponent becomes 0.438 0.001V

expζ = ± and the pre-

factor Re 0.551 0.013V ,0
exp = ± . Either of the exponent values is remarkably close to theGL value 0.441U

GLζ = ,
but the reason for the agreement between the experimental value for the exponent ofReV and the prediction for
the exponent ofReU remains to be explained.

Figure 19.Estimates (by interpolation and/or extrapolation) ofReV for Ra 1010= as a function ofPr. Open diamond (purple): from
[59]. Solid diamonds (purple): from [62]. Square (red): from [61]. Stars (red): from [60]. Down-pointing triangle (green): from [38].

Circle (blue): this work. The solid line (purple) is Re0.373 U
GL. The dash-dotted line (purple) is afit of Re Re PrV V

GL
,0

V
GL= α with

0.50V
GLα = − to the three points of [62], adjusting only ReV ,0. The dotted line (red) in (b) is a power-lawwith 1.20α = − . The dashed

black line is a power-lawwithα =− 0.86 as proposed by Shang andXia [60].
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8.7. Influence of the ultimate-state transition onReU andReV
TheReU results (section 8.3) are shown in the reduced form Re RaU

1 2 infigure 20(a).Here the reduction by

Ra1 2 was chosen because the exponent 1 2U
GLζ = was predicted for the ultimate state byGL [27]. The vertical

dotted lines correspond to Ra 2 101
* 13= × as inferred from the LSCorientation (see figure 4(a)) and our new

estimate Ra 7 102
* 13= × to be discussed in this section. On this high-resolution plot the data show significant

scatter and do not reveal any transitions.
The results forReV are shown in similarly reduced form infigure 20(b). There is less scatter, and a fit of a

power law to the data for Ra Ra 2 101
* 13< ≃ × gave Rẽ 0.844V ,0

exp = and ˜ 0.430V
expζ = (see section 8.4). That

result is shown as a solid line in thefigure. Its extrapolation beyond Ra 2 1013= × is shown as a dashed line.
While the data in the range Ra2 10 7 1013 13× ≲ ≲ × suggest systematic deviations from the dashed line, they
are not very far away from it, and there is no indication of a transition near Ra 2 101

* 13≃ × . However, for

Ra 7 1013≳ × there are clear deviations, and the experimental results are describedmuch better by
Rẽ 0.086V ,0

exp = and ˜ 1 2Vζ = as shown by the horizontal solid line.

Obviously the uncertainty of Ṽ
expζ derived from the datawith Ra 7 1013≳ × is quite large because of the very

limited accessible rangewith Ra Ra2
*⩾ . Afit of equation (39) to the data with Ra 7 1013> × gave

˜ 0.502 0.023V
expζ = ± and Rẽ 0.080 0.06V ,0

exp = ± where the large uncertainty of the pre-factor is due to the
correlationwith the exponent.

In the range Ra Ra2
*⩾ we have no experimental information about the Pr dependence ofReV. However, all

measurements in that rangeweremade at nearly the same pressure P 17.9≃ bars and thusPrwas nearly
constant (seefigure 1), varying only from0.859 to 0.860. Thus, within our resolution Ṽ V

exp expζ ζ= ; but the pre-
factor ReV ,0

exp will depend on Vα . The value 0.502 0.023V
expζ = ± coincides within its uncertainty with the

prediction 1 2U
GLζ = byGL for the ultimate state [27]. So far aswe know there is no prediction for Vζ .We note,

however, that we found from experiment in the classical state that V U U
exp exp GLζ ζ ζ= = within the quite small

experimental uncertainties. Perhaps these equalities can be expected also for the ultimate state.
ForReU theGL prediction for thePr dependence in the ultimate state is 1 2U

GLα = − . Assuming that this

predictionmay also apply toReV, wefitted a power law to the data for Re PrV
1 2 with Vζ fixed at1 2. This gave

the pre-factor Re 0.076 0.001V ,0
exp = ± .

Summarizing the above, we interpret the change ofReV at Ra 7 1013≃ × and the result 1 2V
expζ ≃ as

supporting evidence for the ultimate-state transition at Ra2
*. This value for Ra2

* for a sample with 1.00Γ = is

significantly lower than the result Ra 5 102
* 14≃ × obtained for 0.50Γ = [29, 30].

8.8. A comment on theGLprediction forReV
Herewewould like to emphasize the remarkable finding that, at least for Ra2 10 2 1012 13× ≲ ≲ × , the
measurements show thatReU=ReVwithin the experimental scatter as can be seen infigure 21. As discussed in
section 8.3, the reasons for the deviations at smallRa ofReU from the power law thatfits bothReU andReV at

Figure 20.The reducedReynolds numbers Re RaU
1 2 and Re RaV

1 2 as a function ofRa on double logarithmic scales. The solid line
in (b) is the power-law fit to the datawith Ra Ra 2 101

* 13⩽ = × which gave ˜ 0.430V
expζ = . The dashed line is the extrapolation of that

fit beyond Ra1
*. The horizontal solid bar for Ra Ra 7 102

* 13> = × corresponds to Re˜ 0.0863V ,0
exp = which is obtainedwhen Ṽζ isfixed

at the theoretical value 1 2U
GLζ = . The vertical dotted lines indicate the estimates of the locations of Re1

* and Re2
*.
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largerRa are unknown to us, althoughwe surmise that theymight be found in the vagaries of the LSCorientation
or shape rather than in somethingmore fundamental. Thuswe proceed for nowon the basis of the experimental
finding that Re Re 1U V = within the experimental resolution and examinewhat this implies
phenomenologically within the framework of theGLmodel forfluctuations [6].

Equation (56) of [6] gives

U

L

V

l
, (40)U ,bulk

3 2

2
ϵ ν= ≃

for the volume averaged kinetic dissipation rate U ,bulkϵ in the bulk of thefluid.Here l is a lengthwhich, within the
GLmodel, was taken to be a similarity variable η defined by equation (16) of [6] andwhich initially we shall leave
undefined. Solving equation (40) for l and applying the experimental resultU V 1≃ , wefind

l L Re . (41)U
1 2≃ −

Wenote that, within theGLmodel, the estimate of the viscous BL thickness (based on Prandtl–Blasius BL theory
[71–73]) is given by aL ReU

1 2λ =ν
− [5, 6] and that afit of themodel to experimental results forReU gave a 1≃

[43]. Thus, we see that oneway to achieve agreement with the experimental result Re Re 1U V ≃ is to assume that
the relevant length in equation (40) is λν rather than η. This would suggest that the ratio of theReynolds numbers
is determined by the distance over which the velocitiesU andV decay from their bulk values to zero as the side
wall is approached.However, we note that using l λ= θ where λθ is the thermalBL thickness given by equation
(22) of [6]would also be consistent with equation (40) and the experiment since also in this case we have

ReU
1 2λ ∼θ

− , albeit with aPr-dependent pre-factor. For Pr (1)= the pre-factor is close to unity, and thus on
purely phenomenological groundswe can not distinguish between the two options for l.

While the above phenomenological argument is suggestive, amore detailed and fundamental re-
examination of Re Ra Pr( , )V clearly is warranted.

9. Summary

In this paper we reported onReynolds-numbermeasurements in turbulent thermal convection at large Rayleigh
numbers. The results were obtained fromhigh-precision temperature correlation-functionmeasurements
using the EA ofHe andZhang and the experimentally well supported assumption that temperature is a passive
scalar in the bulk of the sample away from the BLs. The data cover theRa range Ra10 2 1011 14≲ ≲ × and are
for Pr 0.8≃ and a cylindrical sample of aspect ratio 1.00Γ = . Themeasurements weremade in or very close to
the LSC circulation plane using a set of thermistors positioned at a constant radial position 1.5 cm away from the
sidewall at several vertical positions close to the horizontalmid plane of the sample. Extensive experimental tests
of the validity of the EAwere carried out. Both themean-flow velocityU and the rmsfluctuation-velocityV and
the corresponding Reynolds numbersReU andReVwere determined. In comparison tomethods based on
Taylor’s frozen-flowhypothesis, we find that the EA givesmore reliable Reynolds numbers and thus is a new
substantialmethod for turbulent RBC and any systemwith significant fluctuations.

Initially short temperature sequences, of t 10avg = s duration, whichmoved alongmuch longer sequences
were used to determine the time dependent ‘instantaneous’mean-flow velocityU(t) and the corresponding rms
fluctuation velocityV(t). The probability distribution-function ofU(t) had a single peak, indicating that the LSC
rarely, if ever, underwent a reversal of itsflowdirection. The rms value U t( )σ of the deviation ofU(t) from its

Figure 21.ReU (open circles) andReV (solid red circles) as a function ofRa on logarithmic scales. The dashed line is theGL prediction
forReU, with the pre-factor adjusted tofit the data. The vertical dotted lines indicate our estimates of the locations of Ra1

* and Ra2
* as

discussed in sections 3 and 8.7.
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mean valuewas somewhat smaller than the fluctuation velocityV determined froman analysis of entire long
time sequences, but analyses usingmany values of tavg showed that the ratio VU t( )σ tended toward one as tavg
tended toward zero.

Time-averaged resultsU andV based on the entire data sequences coveringmany hours were used to
determine theRa dependences of the corresponding Reynolds numbersReU andReV. For this purpose only data
for Ra Ra 2 101

* 13< ≃ × were used in order to avoid any undue influence from effects associatedwith the

ultimate-state transition.Over the range Ra2 10 2 1012 13× ⩽ ⩽ × we found Re RaU U
exp∝ ζ with

0.449 0.019U
expζ = ± , in agreementwith the prediction 0.441U

GLζ = of theGLmodel forPr=0.8. For reasons

unknown to us the data forReU and Ra 2 1012< × fell below this power law; this issue requires further
investigation.

The results forReV over the range Ra4 10 2 1011 13× < < × could be describedwell by a power lawwith an
exponent ˜ 0.430V

expζ = .When a small correctionwas applied for the influence of amildRa dependence ofPr
over the experimental range, the data yielded the value 0.440 0.002V

expζ = ± . This result disagrees with theGL

prediction 0.331V
GLζ = [6], but is remarkably close to theGL prediction [3–5, 43] 0.441U

GLζ = forPr = 0.8.
Although it is not known to uswhy the experimental value of theReV exponent V

expζ should be so remarkably

close to theGL prediction for theReU exponent U
GLζ , onemay hope that thisfindingmay point theway toward

an improved theoretical analysis.
In view of the excellent representation of theReV data by a power law, it was possible to extrapolate this

functionwith reasonable confidence to the smaller Ra 1010= where comparisonwithmeasurements by others
at largerPr valueswas possible. The comparison suggested that at constantRa Re PrV

1.2∝ − for Pr 8⩽ or so,

while for largerPr the data are consistent with Ra Pr 0.67∝ − . The exponents in both of these regimes disagree
with theGL predictions forfluctuations [6]which yields an exponent value of−0.50 forReV. For Pr 8≳ the
exponent value -0.67 forReV agrees well with theGL prediction of−0.67 for thePr dependence ofReU [3–5, 43],
but here alsowe do not knowwhy this agreement should prevail.

The data forReVwere precise enough to yield new information about the transition to the ultimate state.
While they initially followed, albeit with somewhat increased scatter, the power law determined in the classical
state asRa exceeded Ra1

*, they revealed a transition at Ra 7 102
* 13≃ × to aRa rangewhere Re RaV

0.502 0.023∝ ± ,

consistent with the prediction forReU in the ultimate state. The value of Ra2
* agrees with the value derived from

measurements of theNusselt number for 1.00Γ = . It is lower than the one found for 0.50Γ = and indicates a
strong aspect-ratio dependence of Ra2

*. This strongΓ dependence is confirmed by as yet unpublished results for

0.33Γ = which yielded Ra 2.3 102
* 15≃ × .
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AppendixA. Re data table

Table A.1. Experimental parameters and results forHPCF-IV. The data are presented in chronological order.

Run no. P (bars) Tm (°C) T (K)Δ Ra Pr ReV ReU

120903 2.059 21.299 14.582 4.041e+11 0.786 8.246e+04 5.807e+04
121222 8.059 21.491 16.951 1.096e+13 0.800 3.481e+05 3.393e+05
121224 8.061 21.501 16.969 1.098e+13 0.800 3.461e+05 3.390e+05
121225 8.057 21.503 14.976 9.675e+12 0.800 3.273e+05 3.338e+05
121226 8.054 21.505 13.980 9.023e+12 0.800 3.163e+05 3.039e+05
121227 8.053 21.505 12.984 8.375e+12 0.800 3.074e+05 3.082e+05
121228 8.050 21.509 11.989 7.725e+12 0.800 2.945e+05 2.689e+05
121229 8.053 21.508 10.992 7.092e+12 0.800 2.857e+05 2.843e+05
130105 6.050 21.517 8.013 2.502e+12 0.792 1.827e+05 1.796e+05
130108 6.054 21.502 16.978 5.313e+12 0.792 2.533e+05 2.394e+05
130108 6.049 21.511 9.502 2.967e+12 0.792 1.975e+05 1.987e+05
130112 3.039 21.507 12.999 8.321e+11 0.786 1.141e+05 9.097e+04
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